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Abstract 
Semi-active landing gear can provide good performance of both landing impact and taxi situation, and has the ability for adapt-
ing to various ground conditions and operational conditions. A kind of Nonlinear Model Predictive Control algorithm (NMPC) for 
semi-active landing gears is developed in this paper. The NMPC algorithm uses Genetic Algorithm (GA) as the optimization tech-
nique and chooses damping performance of landing gear at touch down to be the optimization object. The valve’s rate and 
magnitude limitations are also considered in the controller’s design. A simulation model is built for the semi-active landing gear’s 
damping process at touchdown. Drop tests are carried out on an experimental passive landing gear systerm to validate the parameters 
of the simulation model. The result of numerical simulation shows that the isolation of impact load at touchdown can be significantly 
improved compared to other control algorithms. The strongly nonlinear dynamics of semi-active landing gear coupled with control 
valve’s rate and magnitude limitations are handled well with the proposed controller.  
Key words：landing gear；semi-active control；nonlinear model predictive control；impact load；genetic algorithm 
1  Introduction1 
From 1970s, the active control and semi-acti- 
ve control began to be popular and widely used in 
vibration control of constructions and vehicle 
suspensions. Compared with the passive control, 
the active and semi-active controls have excellent 
tunabilities due to their flexible structure. The 
main drawback of an active control approach is 
that its structure is rather complex and the external 
energy may lead to instability of the system. The 
semi-active approach modifies the damping char-
acteristics by changing the size of the orifice area 
and does not introduce any external energy. Stud-
ies of Karnopp[1] for automotive applications also 
suggest that the efficiency of semi-active damper 
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is only marginally lower than that of a fully active 
system, provided that a suitable control concept is 
used. In consideration of its structural simplicity 
and reliability, a semi-active control approach 
could be a better choice for landing gear shock 
absorber. Fig.1 shows the basic structure of a 
semi-active shock absorber in a landing gear. Ac-
tually semi-active control is the combination of 
passive control and a computer controlled adjust-
able on-off valve. If the valve fails, the 
semi-active system will be a traditional passive 
system. So high reliability is one of the basic 
characteristics of semi-active control system. 
In automobile[2-4] and vibration[5,6] control 
area, the semi-active control approach has already 
many practical applications, however, the 
semi-active concepts for landing gear control are 
still staying in researches and experiments.  
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Fig.1  Structure of semi-active controlled shock absorber 
Krüger[7] focuses his research on optimization of 
taxiing performance of a semi-active landing gear. 
SIMPACK multibody software is used to run 
simulations with a complete aircraft FEA model. 
Maemori[8] proposes an optimization method for a 
semi-active landing gear to handle variations in 
the maximum vertical acceleration of an aircraft 
during landing caused by the variation of the air-
craft mass. Ghiringhelli[9] builds a complete air-
craft landing simulation model in ADAMS soft-
ware. A semi-active PID control method is used to 
control the orifice area. Sensitivity test on the 
controller is conducted using the multibody drop 
test models and results obtained in the simulated 
drop tests with different configurations are com-
pared. And he also evaluates the operating possi-
bilities of semi-active control for a general 
aviation aircraft[10]. Wang[11] considers both 
taxiing and landing impact conditions. A fuzzy 
controller is developed to optimize the per-
formance of the semi-active landing gear. But his 
control algorithm is in continuous form, which is 
not feasible in practical systems where the control 
rate and magnitude of the valve are limited. 
In this paper, a semi-active GA-based nonlin-
ear model predictive controller for landing gear 
system at touchdown is constructed. Simulations of 
the closed-loop system with the nonlinear model 
predictive controller will be given and compared to 
those with a simple semi-active controller and a 
passive controller. Finally sensitivity analyses to 
some key parameters will be conducted. 
2  Model of Semi-Active Landing Gear 
Fig.2 is the model of a semi-active landing 
gear. The structure mass of landing gear is divided 
into sprung mass and non-sprung mass. Sprung 
mass defined in the model includes the airframe, 
the cylinder etc. Non-sprung mass includes the 
piston, wheel etc. 
 
Fig.2  System model of semi-active landing gear 
The parameters are defined as follows: um is 
the unsprung mass, sm is the sprung mass, uz is 
the displacement of unsprung part, sz is the 
displacement of sprung part, ρ is the oil density, 
iP is the initial pneumatic pressure of air chamber, 
oP is the atmospheric pressure, oA is the effective 
oil action area, aA is the effective air action area, 
dA is the tunable oil orifice area, dC is the tunable 
oil orifice flow coefficient, 0V is the initial volume 
of air chamber, mK is the coefficient of kinetic 
friction, tK is the stiffness coefficient of tire, and 
tC is the damp coefficient of tire. 
From the system model in Fig.2, the state 
variables are chosen as 
1 s ux z z= − : stroke of the shock absorber 
2 s ux z z= −  : velocity of stroke 
3 ux z= : tire deflection 
4 ux z=  : velocity of tire deflection 
The system equations depend on the forces gener-
ated in the shock struts and the wheels[14] 
2.1  Shock strut force 
Considering basics of the shock strut opera-
tion, a damping effect is produced by squeezing 
the compressed oil through the tunable orifice. In 
the pneumatic chamber, the air is compressed by 
the movement of the piston, thus it provides an air 
cushion spring. There is also friction produced 
between sliding parts. All these forces compose 
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the shock strut force 
Oleo damping force  
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The total axial force in the shock absorber is 
air f oilF F F F= + +             (4) 
2.2  Tire force 
In order to simplify the mathematical model, 
the tire is treated as a combination of a linear 
spring and a linear damper 
t 3 t 4P K x C x= +              (5) 
The governing dynamic equations of semi-active 
landing gear can be stated as follows: 
1 2x x=                  (6) 
2 u s u/ / /x P m F m F m= − −            (7) 
      3 4x x=                    (8) 
4 u( ) /x g F P m= + −              (9) 
where Ad is the control input of the system, while 
F is chosen to be the output. 
3  Design Object of High Performance  
OleoPneumatic Shock Absorber in 
Semi-Active Landing Gear System 
The design objective of oleo-pneumatic 
shock absorber is aimed at reducing the maximum 
vertical load level introduced at the fuselage at-
tachment and producing a possibly “balanced” set 
of landing structural loads at touchdown. From 
Fig.3, it can be seen that, to get the optimal struc-
tural load, the impact energy should be equally 
distributed with respect to the shock absorber 
stroke. So the optimal structural load Fsao during 
touchdown is constant in value, 
  ccsao sa o0 ( )d /
z
F F z z z= ∫           (10) 
Fsao can be estimated by the total energy to be 
absorbed at touchdown, including kinetic energy 
and potential energy in vertical direction, and the 
expected stroke of shock absorber which is gener-
ally 90%-95% of the maximal stroke(the work 
done by drag and lift are omitted). 
 
Fig.3  Shock absorber efficiency comparison 
It is hard for a conventional passive landing gear 
system to achieve this optimal target load. 
Semi-active landing gear system has a better per-
formance due to its flexible structure, and is possible 
to reach the ideal effect if a suitable control method 
is used. Actually, stroke z1 is needed to travel before 
structural load reaches saoF , and this part of the gear 
compression cannot be overly reduced[9]. If 1z  is 
too short, the gear stiffness will be large and thus the 
longitudinal spin-up loads will increase sharply. That 
will lead to the reduction of unitary efficiency. So a 
reasonable choice is to use passive control till the 
structural load reaches saoF , and then change to 
semi-active control afterwards. By using this scheme, 
the unitary efficiency of a landing gear system can 
be achieved though the efficiency of the shock ab-
sorber being decreased. 
In order to achieve the ideal objective, a 
proper semi-active control method should be ap-
plied. Considering the highly nonlinear behavior 
of landing gear[12], the classical linear control the-
ory will be useless. The advances of nonlinear 
control theory make it possible to transform cer-
tain types of nonlinear systems to linear system[13]. 
From Eqs.(1)-(4), however, it is bound that the 
relative degree of this system is zero. That means 
the input Ad can be directly computed by inversion 
of nonlinear model if control valve’s limited mag-
nitude and rate are omitted 
3
0
d 2 2
2 d sao air m air2 ( )
A
A
x C F F K F
ρ= − −     (11)              
This method is called simple semi-active con-
trol. However, the practical actuator has magni-
tude and rate limitations. Here a high-speed sole-
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noid valve is chosen as the actuator. Its switch 
frequency is 100 Hz. The maximum adjustable open 
area of the valve is 7.4 mm2. Fig.4 compares its 
ideal performance and the practical performance. 
 
Fig.4  Efficiency diagram of simple semi-active control 
It can be seen that the control valve’s limited rate 
and magnitude (Fig.5) have negative effects on the 
shock absorber. 
 
Fig.5  Control input of simple semi-active control 
4  Controller Design 
The general discrete nonlinear model predic-
tive control optimization problem at time t can be 
written as: 
min ( ( ), , )
u U
J x t u N∈              (12) 
1
( ( ), , ) : ( ( ), ( ))
N
k
J x t u N L x t k u t k
=
= + +∑     (13) 
s.t.   ( 1) ( ( ), ( ))x t f x t u t+ =  
  ( )x t X∈   ( )u t U∈           (14) 
where, U is a set of control input sequence which 
satisfis certain constaints and X is a constraint set 
of states. 
At time t , a sequence of system states 
( | )x t j t+ ( 1, 2, , )j N= " is predicted based on 
system dynamic model and a sequence of control 
inputs ( 1 | )u t i t+ − ( 1, 2, , )i N= " , N is the pre-
diction horizon. Then seek an optimal sequence of 
control inputs under the input constraints to mini-
mize the objective function. The first input in this 
sequence is chosen to be the practical input. At 
time 1t + , this process repeats. These are the ba-
sic steps of nonlinear model predictive algorithm. 
Model predictive control (MPC) refers to a 
class of control algorithms in which a dynamic 
model is used to predict and optimize control per-
formance. The predictions are obtained from a 
dynamic model and the optimization problem is 
solved subject to constraints on input and output 
variables. So MPC is especially suited for con-
strained, digital control problems. Initially MPC 
has been widely used in the industrial processes 
with linear models, but recently some researchers 
have tried to apply MPC to other fields like auto-
motive[14] and aerospace[15], and the nonlinear 
model is used instead of linear one due to the in-
creasingly high demands on better control per-
formance[16]. Optimization is a difficult task for 
NMPC. Generally a standard nonlinear program-
ing method such as SQP is used. However, it is the 
non-convex optimization for constrained nonlinear 
model predictive control problem. Global opti-
mum can not be obtained if optimized merely with 
SQP method. 
To the semi-active landing gear control prob-
lem, the nonlinear model predictive control is a 
good choice considering its effectiveness to con-
strained control problems. Genetic algorithm(GA) 
is used here to do optimization. Based on evolu-
tion theory, GA is proved to have strong ability to 
solve large scale optimization problem globally[17] 
and suitable for the optimization of NMPC[18,19]. 
Suboptimal solution close to optimal one can be 
obtained if suitable parameters are taken. Conven-
tional model predictive control optimizes the ob-
jective function on-line to obtain the control input 
sequence within prediction horizon. But the proc-
ess of optimization is time-consuming and com-
puting intensive. In the semi-active landing gear 
control problem, some improvements for control 
scheme are made. NMPC is divided into two parts: 
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online and offline. The offline part uses the stan-
dard landing gear model and gets a predictive 
 
Fig.6  Flow chart of GA-based nonlinear model predictive 
control for semi-acive landing gear 
reference control sequence optimized by GA. And 
the online part is up to compensate the model un-
certainty and unmodeled dynamics with the dif-
ference between predictive reference output and 
practical output. 
In the above figure, v is the sinking speed, β 
is the inclination angle of the shock strut and m is 
the aircraft sprung mass. r ( )u t  is the reference 
predictive control input and r ( )F t  is the reference 
predictive output. 
Because the target load design of landing 
gear is mainly concerned with sinking speed, 
sprung mass and attitude of the aircraft at touch 
down, the offline computation is conducted under 
different parameter combinations. A table con-
taining reference predictive sequences is obtained, 
which will be used by online part. The fitness 
function of GA is chosen as a objective function: 
2
1 2 0
0
1 ( )
N
j
j
J u uλ λη == + −∑         (15) 
sa0
max o
( )do
z
F z z
F Z
η = ⋅
∫            (16) 
where oZ is the effective stroke of shock absorber; 
maxF is the maximal shoke absorb load; η  is the 
efficiency of shock absorber; 1 2andλ λ are weight 
numbers; j is the changing times of controls within 
predictive horizon; and 0u  is the middle value of 
the tunable oil orifice area. The first item of the ob-
jective function is used to optimize the efficiency of 
shock absorber. And the second item prevents the 
control inputs from exceeding control valve’s oper-
ating ability. The coding of GA adopts six bit binary 
modes. Every chromosome is binary coded with 
1N +  predictive control inputs including the initial 
orifice size at touch down and N control inputs 
within prediction horizon. The search space is de-
termined by constraints of NMPC, which can guar-
antee the restriction to be satisfied. 
The following steps describe the operation of 
proposed the offline part of GA-based nonlinear 
model predictive control method:①Encode the 
chromosome with 1N +  predictive controls and 
randomly initial a group of chromosomes and de-
termine the fitness function; ②Sovle ODE equa-
tions of semi-active landing gear using numerical 
method and find the corresponding outputs for all 
possible control moves; ③Evaluate the fitness of 
each solution using the objective function and 
constraints; ④Apply the genetic operators (selec-
tion, crossover and mutation) to produce new gen-
eration of possible solutions; ⑤Repeat ② -④ 
until the predefined number of generations is 
reached, thus the suboptimal control moves and 
predictive outputs are determined. 
At touch down moment, the online part 
searches reference inputs and outputs in the offline 
computed table according to aircraft weight, sink-
ing speed and inclination angle of the shock strut. 
And at every sampling moment, the practical 
shock absorber force output is got and compared 
with the reference output. A PD algorithm is used 
to compensate the reference control input with the 
difference between practical output and reference 
output. The specific semi-active input is below, 
r p d( ) ( ) d / du t u t k k tε ε= + ⋅ + ⋅       (17) 
where r( ) ( )F t F tε = −  
5  Computer Simulation Analyses 
The simulation is based on the condition of 
touchdown. Its prototype is a semi-active landing 
gear drop-test experiment equipment, which is still 
in building. The sprung mass of this system is 405 
kg and the unsprung mass is 15 kg. The parame-
ters of the simulation model are validated by sev-
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eral drop tests conducted on an experimental pas-
sive landing gear system[20]. Fig.7 is the photo of 
the experiment system. 
 
Fig.7  Experimental passive landing gear system 
5.1  Simulation results and comparison 
Three kinds of control methods including 
passive control, simple semi-active control and 
GA-based NMPC are used in the computer simu-
lation. The fixed size of oil orifice for passive con-
trol is optimized manually under following pa-
rameters: sinking speed is 2 m/s and aircraft 
sprung mass is 405 kg. In the process of simula-
tion, the sprung mass remains constant and the 
comparason is taken in terms of different sinking 
speed: 1.5 m/s, 2 m/s and 2.5 m/s. For passive 
control, the orifice size is fixed, while the change 
of orifice size for simple semi-active control is 
computed by Eq. (11).  
From the above Figs.8-10 and Table 1, when 
system parameters such as sinking speed change, 
the control performance of the passive control 
decreases greatly, for the fixed orifice size in 
passive control is designed  under standard 
condition. Convertional passive landing gear is 
especially optimized for heavy landing load con-
dition, so the passive landing gear behave even 
worse under light landing load condition. The 
performance of semi-active control is superior to 
that of passive one due to its tunable orifice size 
and GA-based NMPC control method has the 
best performance of all. Due to its continuous 
online compensation and consideration of actua-
tor’s constraints, GA-based NMPC control 
method can both increase the efficiency of shock 
absorber and make the output smoother during 
the control interval, which can effectively allevi-
ate the fatigue damage of both airframe and land-
ing gear. 
 
Fig.8  Efficiency comparison under normal condition 
 
Fig.9  Efficiency comparison under light landing 
load condition 
 
Fig.10  Efficiency comparison under heavy 
landing load condition 
 
Table 1  Comparison of shock absorber efficiency 
Control 
method 
Passive 
Simple 
semi-active 
GA-MPC 
semi-active 
Efficiency 
/(2m·s  -1) 
0.882 5 0.910 1 0.944 7 
Efficiency 
/(1.5m·s  -1) 
0.830 1 0.883 9 0.935 5 
Efficiency 
/(2.5m·s  -1) 
0.875 5 0.895 0 0.940 7 
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5.2  Sensitivity analysis 
Sometimes system parameters such as sinking 
speed, sprung weight and attitude of aircraft at 
touch down may be measured or estimated with 
errors, which will lead to bias of estimation for 
optimal target load. But the controller should be-
have robust to withstand certain measurement or 
estimation errors within reasonable scope so that 
the airframe will not suffer from large vertical load 
at touch down. 
Simulation of sensitivity analysis is con-
ducted under the standard condition controller 
design: sinking speed is 2 m/s and aircraft 
sprung mass is 405 kg, introducing 10% errors 
for sinking speed and sprung mass individually. 
The actual sinking speed is measured by avi-
onic equipments and the aircraft sprung mass 
is estimated by considering the weights of oil, 
cargo and passagers. The measurement and 
estimation errors will be less than the assumed 
maximal one. 
From the above Figs.11,12 simulation re-
sults, it can seen that the reasonable measuring 
error of sinking speed has little effect on the 
performance of GA-based NMPC, whilst esti-
mating error of sprung mass has side effect to 
the control performance and shock absorber 
efficiency decreases a little. To further impove 
the performance under mass estimating error, 
it is possible to either simply introduce meas-
urement of aircraft mass or develop robust 
controller which is non-sensitive to estimating 
the error of aircraft sprung mass. 
 
Fig.11  Sensitivity to sink speed measuring error 
 
Fig.12  Sensitivity to sprung mas estimating error 
6  Conclusions 
    The nonlinear features of the mathematical 
model describing the semi-active landing gear 
system and control valve’s rate and magnitude 
limitations raise major challenges to the design of 
a controller. In this paper, a genetic-based nonlin-
ear model predictive control strategy for 
semi-active landing gear at touch down is pro-
posed. It is shown that the maximal structural load 
induced by the landing impact can be significantly 
reduced and the overall efficiency of the 
semi-active landing gear is increased. A step fur-
ther is to improve the performance of the control 
algorithm and test it with the practical system. 
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